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Over the last two decades, urban stormwater management has grown to include green 

infrastructure, such as bioswales.  These systems were primarily designed to mitigate hydraulic 

peaking during rainstorms but were also found to remove particulate and dissolved contaminants.  

However, little is known about the fate of these particulate contaminants after depositing in 

bioswales.  To better understand how the bed slope angle affects the deposition characteristics at 

a field scale, a two-foot-long flume was filled with soil from the OSU-Benton County Green 

Stormwater Infrastructure Research (OGSIR) facility.  A fluorescent, paramagnetic sediment 

tracer was used to mimic silt sized particles carried by stormwater flows.  A custom 

photographic hood with a specialized lens was used to image the flume surface after subsequent 

pulses of tracer slurry.  The resulting images were analyzed to calculate the sediment trapping 

efficiency using the mean fluorescence intensity as a proxy for tracer mass.  The sediment 

trapping efficiency estimates the amount of tracer that will be captured on the soil surface, thus 

removing particulate contaminants from the water.  Samples of the flume effluent were collected 

for total suspended solids analysis to provide an approximate mass balance of deposited tracer 

with each slurry pulse.  The bed slopes angles investigated were two, three, and four degrees.  

The experimental sediment trapping efficiencies were found to decrease with increasing bed 

slope angle, which indicates soils at greater bed slopes will be less capable of retaining 

particulate-associated contaminants.  These results were also compared with two mathematical 

models from the literature.   



 
 

While previous studies have shown that bioswales are also able to remove dissolved 

contaminants, there is great interest in improving the removal efficiencies, especially for heavy 

metals.  One approach is to add commercial sorbents, which can have higher trapping affinities 

for a variety of contaminants.  To investigate the impact of adding sorbents, a new bioswale 

design was created to mimic a treatment train with a traditional bioswale followed by two sets of 

sorbents: biochar and RemBind®.  This new design utilizes the pre-existing OGSIR 

infrastructure, and its performance will serve as a comparison to the other traditional bioswales 

at the facility.  The design, construction, and future sampling efforts are discussed to showcase 

the potential treatment performance improvement using this new treatment train system. 
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1.  Introduction 

1.1 Stormwater Characteristics 

1.1.1 Overview 

As communities continue to expand, the subsequent urbanization of native landscapes has led to 

increasing concerns about stormwater management.1–3  Transitioning pervious landscapes to 

impervious ones and removing native vegetation to support growing infrastructure causes the 

disruption of hydraulic processes and degrades urban water quality.1,2,4,5  Common impervious 

surfaces include roads, parking lots, and rooftops which cause significant increases in observed 

peak flows of stormwater runoff.1,6,7  These excess peak flows often overwhelm conventional 

infrastructure (i.e. gutters and pipes)6 and wastewater treatment facilities2,5,8 and can result in 

flooding.6  To overcome this issue, many cities have installed combined sewer overflow (CSO) 

systems to discharge any excess untreated runoff into natural water bodies.1,5,8  While CSOs 

address the hydraulic flooding, they often negatively impact the quality of the receiving water 

body, which may be the source of the community’s drinking water.8–10  This is unsettling 

because stormwater runoff carries a variety of contaminants that can cause damaging human or 

ecological health effects.7,9,11   

 

1.1.2 Typical Contaminants 

The type and extent of the contaminants depends on a wide range of factors including rainfall 

characteristics, geological terrain, and land use.12,13  Types of land uses include agriculture, 

residential, commercial, industrial, and developing urban areas.7,10  The most common 

stormwater contaminants associated with these land uses are total suspended solids (TSS), 

nutrients (organic nitrogen and phosphorous species), dissolved organic matter (DOM), and trace 

metals (e.g. copper, zinc, lead, nickel).9,11,14  These contaminants are typically classified into two 

groups based on their presence in stormwater: particulates and dissolved species.9,15,16   

Particulate contaminants are mainly reflected in TSS measurements, where particles from 

eroding soil, roadways, and atmospheric deposition are washed off impervious surfaces during 

rainstorms.1,14,17  These particulates can also have contaminants, such as heavy metals, bound to 
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their surfaces, allowing the particulates to facilitate the transport of other contaminants.16,17  A 

particle’s affinity for binding contaminants is often related to its size.16,17  For example, heavy 

metals are most likely to be affiliated with silt sized particles (< 63 µm).17,18  Treatment of these 

particles and any associated contaminants are effectively achieved through physical processes 

like sedimentation or filtration.1,9 

Dissolved contaminants encompass a variety of chemical species, such as nutrients, heavy 

metals, DOM, and pesticides.9,19  These also include polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) 

and polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs), which are considered emerging contaminants and have 

spurred many studies evaluating their transport through the environment.9,14,16,19  The sources of 

dissolved contaminants are as varied as the contaminants, which can include vehicle 

components, vegetation, pavement, industrial spills, and fertilizers.1,9  Typically, dissolved 

contaminants are more bioavailable, which makes them more likely to be taken up by plants, 

animals, and humans.9,20  The resulting toxicity from bioaccumulation has underscored the 

importance of studying and remediating dissolved stormwater contaminants.9  These 

contaminants can typically be treated by physical-chemical processes like adsorption onto 

specialized resins or via microbial transformations.1,9                          

 

1.2 Urban Stormwater Management 

1.2.1 Green Stormwater Infrastructure 

To address the degradation of urban stormwater quality and increased hydrological peak events, 

the US Environmental Protection Agency (US EPA) developed a set of best management 

practices (BMPs) in the 1990’s.21  This led to the implementation of low impact development 

(LID) and green stormwater infrastructure (GSI).21  The main objective for LID and GSI projects 

is to mimic the natural pre-development conditions of a localized site.22  This can be 

accomplished in several ways: 1) reducing hydrological peak flows, 2) sustaining groundwater 

recharge, 3) treating surface and stormwater contaminants, and 4) protecting critical 

environmental features like wetlands and riparian buffers.22,23  One of the most well studied 

types of GSI is bioretention.23  A few common examples are rain gardens and bioswales.22  

Bioretention systems can be defined as “small areas which are excavated and backfilled with a 
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mixture of high-permeability soil and organic matter designed to maximize infiltration and 

vegetative growth and are covered with native terrestrial vegetation.” 21  The use of diverse, 

native vegetation is important to ensure the plants will survive the typical seasonal climates and 

can provide a habitat for local wildlife.21,22,24  Unlike conventional stormwater infrastructure, 

bioretention systems are dynamic systems that can grow and change over time due to the 

incorporation of plants and soil-associated fauna.25  When a bioretention system is initially 

constructed, the permeability of the soil will decrease due to compaction and surface clogging by 

fine particles.26  As the plants and fauna, such as earthworms, become more established, the 

permeability will increase with time due to the creation of macropores and preferential flow 

paths through the subsurface.26  These dynamic changes make bioretention systems difficult to 

design with predictable treatment performances since the efficacy for contaminant removal will 

vary over the lifetime of the system.22,25             

 

1.2.2 Design Parameters for Bioswales 

Bioswale designs are often site-specific and driven by the hydrological profile and the 

contaminant treatment goals.22,23,25  These characteristics determine the selection of design 

parameters such as soil media, vegetation, and inclusion of other infrastructure, like 

underdrains.22,23  In turn, these design choices affect the types of treatment processes (e.g. 

retention, filtration, adsorption, biodegradation) that can be implemented.23,26  Bioswales can be 

installed in a variety of locations like medians, cul-de-sacs, and along highways and are typically 

sized to accommodate the initial flush of a storm event.22,24,26   

When evaluating a potential site for a bioswale, the geology and soil characteristics will 

determine if an infiltration-style bioswale would be appropriate.23  Bioswales can also be 

designed to allow stormwater runoff to recharge into the subsurface or keep it entirely isolated 

from the groundwater.23,24  To isolate the runoff, plastic liners are added as waterproof barriers24 

and underdrains are added to provide an outlet for the water after percolating through the soil 

media.23  Regardless of the choice of outlet, the goal is to reduce the exit velocities of the water 

from the system to mitigate erosion and prevent downstream flooding.22,24  The soil media is 

often an engineered mixture selected based on several considerations like infiltration rate, ability 
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to sustain vegetation, and removal capability for expected hydrologic and contaminant loads.23  It 

is also important to recognize the cradle-to-grave costs associated with purchasing, maintaining, 

and eventually disposing of the soil mixture.23  A few performance recommendations for the soil 

media are 1) a maximum clay content of 5% and 2) passing 5-10 inches of rain per hour24 or 

allowing infiltration of ponded water within 24 hours.23  The corresponding ponding depth 

should be calculated using the influent hydrograph (e.g. flow rate, duration, total volume) and the 

volume storage capacity of the bioswale23 with a maximum suggested ponding depth of 6-12 

inches.24  A final design element is the bed slope of the bioswale.  According to the National 

Association of City Transportation Officials, the ideal longitudinal bed slopes of bioswales 

should be less than 4:1 (or 14-degrees)24 to allow for sediments and particulate-associated 

contaminants to settle out.22,24  

         

1.3 Sediment Tracers 

1.3.1 Background 

Efforts to understand the movement and fate of sediment through natural and anthropogenic 

processes has produced a growing field of research that can address modern sediment 

management issues.27,28  Examples of these issues include eutrophication of water bodies, 

siltation in harbors, and transport of contaminated sediments.28  “Particle” or “sediment tracing” 

is a technique that can be used to evaluate the transport pathways of sediments ranging in size 

from silt particles up to cobbles.18,28  The labels or “signatures” applied to the particles allow 

them to be identified and “traced” in time and space during the study.27,28  The first uses of this 

technique go back to the 1950s, where particles were tagged with radioactive labels.28  Due to 

growing concerns of the environmental impact of releasing radioactive tracers, this type of tracer 

fell out of popular use in the United States.28  It was eventually replaced with particles coated 

with fluorescent paints or dyes, which are still widely used today.18,28  Particle tracers in 

contemporary studies are classified into two groups based on the tracer’s origin, either as natural 

or synthetic particles.28  Generally, natural particles are more commonly used because it is 

relatively easy to certify that the tracer hydraulic properties match those of the natural 

sediment.28  While tracers are typically only tagged with one signature, a new type of synthetic 
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tracers have been produced that utilize a “dual-signature.” 18,28  One example is a particle with a 

paramagnetic core and coated with a fluorescent dye.18,28  The fluorescent dye is used for in situ 

tracking of the particle while the paramagnetic properties allow for easy separation from native 

sediment samples with a permanent or electro-magnet.18,27,28     

 

1.3.2 Experimental Principles 

There are three underlying assumptions that must be satisfied for a successful tracer study: 1) the 

tracer must mimic the hydraulic behaviors of the sediment of interest so the transport phenomena 

to be accurately replicated, 2) the tracer properties will not change over time and the tracer 

signature can be monitored, and 3) the tracer will not interfere with the natural transportation 

pathway.28  If these assumptions can be met with confidence, then a study can be designed and 

completed using five steps.18  The first step is performing a background survey where the natural 

particle properties (e.g. size, density, settling velocity) are determined.  The next step is 

designing the tracer to match the natural properties and adding the desired signature.  The 

manufacturers will also conduct similarity testing to verify the physical and hydraulic properties 

mimic the behavior of the natural particles.  The third step is determining a method for 

distributing the particle tracers into the study environment.  This will be site and study-specific, 

but some examples include creating a point-source plume, depositing tracer on dry land, and 

continuous slurry injection.  The fourth step is collecting samples of the tracer through space and 

time using a method appropriate for the tracer signature.  The final step is analyzing the samples 

to determine the amount of tracer present on a dry mass basis.  There are several options for 

quantifying the tracer mass, including spectrofluorometric analysis and digital imaging via the 

sedimentation of the particles.  Note, while the tracer mass can be quantified, there will be some 

or even significant loss of the tracer once released into the environment because it is impossible 

to sample everywhere at every time.27  Although this loss makes it difficult to conduct a 

complete a mass balance on the system, researchers can still gain valuable insight into the spatial 

and temporal behavior of the transport pathways.27                    
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1.3.3 Field Applications 

Particle tracer studies have been conducted at many different geographical scales from laboratory 

flumes to large catchments (> 100 hectares).29  Two of the most common field applications for 

tracers are in 1) oceans and estuaries18,30–37 and 2) rivers and streams.38–45  There are many 

sediment-transport related questions that can be investigated using tracers including sediment 

deposition,30–32,34,35,37,44,46 sediment resuspension,30,31,33,43 sources of sediments,34,35,39,47 and 

transport due to erosion.39,45,48,49  Tracers can also be used to evaluate how temporal changes 

affect sediment pathways on a seasonal basis32,33,38 or on an event basis.29,32,39,40,43,49  Field 

studies are not limited to small grain particles;18,30,31,33,38,39,45–47 some investigate the transport of 

sands,34–36,50 gravels,41 and cobbles.40  One field application that is far less studied is the transport 

of sediments due to storm events.  Some papers have looked at sediment erosion due to runoff in 

agricultural settings,48,49 while others have examined sediment transport via traditional 

stormwater infrastructure.46,47,50  Recently, there have been a few studies investigating the 

sediment transport in GSI systems, specifically grassed swales.12,51–53         

 

1.4 Thematic Connection of Thesis Chapters 

Effective stormwater management is crucial to maintaining the environmental and human health 

of our communities by protecting the quality of natural water sources.  Therefore, it is important 

to continue expanding the knowledge of stormwater contaminant removal processes and 

innovating current bioswale designs to achieve greater treatment efficiencies.  The two chapters 

included in this thesis will 1) provide results from a sediment tracer study evaluating the  

sediment transport in bioswales and 2) present a novel bioswale treatment train design 

incorporating sorbent amendment for improving contaminant removal at the OSU-Benton 

County Green Stormwater Infrastructure Research (OGSIR) facility.  The OGSIR facility 

consists of three bioretention (bioswale) “cells” for testing different treatment technologies for a 

variety of stormwater contaminants. 

The common thread between these two chapters are their direct applications to OGSIR.  For the 

sediment tracer study, determining the sediment trapping efficiency of OGSIR soil for particles 

known to be associated with stormwater contaminants illuminates the processes by which these 
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particles can be removed in the bioretention systems at the site.  If these particles are not initially 

trapped on the soil beds, then understanding the particles’ transport through the bioswale can 

reveal where the particles do deposit, or if they are carried back out into the environment.  The 

new treatment train design focuses on improving the removal of dissolved contaminants by 

incorporating commercial sorbents that have greater trapping affinities than the native soil.  

Adding a media with stronger or permanent binding capabilities reduces the risk of the 

contaminants leaching out of the system.  Studying the removal processes for particulate and 

dissolved contaminants through the tracer experiments and the new treatment train design, 

provides a comprehensive evaluation of the fate and transport of these contaminants at the 

OGSIR field site.         
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2.  Sediment Deposition Characteristics in Shallow Saturation Excess Overland 

Flow with Application to Bioswales 

2.1 Introduction 

Over the last several decades there has been a growing body of research for understanding the 

principles of contaminant transport and to create models for predicting their fate in the 

environment.  Contaminants from non-point sources, like runoff from agricultural and urbanized 

areas, have become major contributors to the pollution found in surface water and 

groundwater.1,2  These contaminants can be present as dissolved constituents or affiliated with 

naturally occurring particles like clay or silt.1,3 To mitigate the hydraulic and pollution concerns 

associated with stormwater runoff, urban areas have implemented green infrastructure, such as 

bioswales, as a best management practice (BMP) for stormwater.4  While there has been research 

on the sediment transport in a variety of urban stormwater infrastructure, like retention ponds2,5,6 

and grassed areas,1,7,8 there is a lack of studies related to field-scale bioswales. 

To address this knowledge gap, this study utilized sediment tracers to track sediment transport 

and deposition in a field-scale flume to mimic the soil bank of a bioswale.  Sediment tracers are 

typically created by adding a “signature” to natural or artificial particles in order to track them in 

time and space.9  For this study, we relied on dual-signature (fluorescent and paramagnetic) silt 

sized tracers.10  Tracers have been applied to many field environments, most often in oceans, 

estuaries, rivers, and streams.9–11  However, use of these tracers in extremely shallow aquatic 

environments, like stormwater runoff, is far less common.  Stormwater runoff is best described 

as shallow “saturation excess overland flow” (SEOF).12  This process occurs when soils are 

completely saturated and any additional rainfall will result in overland flow.12,13 

There are many factors that will influence the sediment deposition within stormwater runoff.  

These include soil properties (infiltration, roughness), geological terrain (bed length and slope), 

type and extent of vegetation, sediment particle characteristics (size and density), and rainfall 

(intensity, duration, sediment inflow rate).1  While the effects of bed slope have been studied in 

grassy areas,14,15 there are only a few articles that evaluate slope effects for bare soil.16  A key 

parameter used to describe the level of sediment deposition into the bed is the trapping efficiency 

(λ) [1/m].1,17,18  The trapping efficiency is defined as the ratio of measured sediment deposition 
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to the amount of sediment that is capable of deposition per unit length.17  Models utilizing λ have 

been used for studies of fine sediment deposition by infiltration into coarse sand-gravel beds,1,19–

23 effectively treating the bed as a filtering medium.  In these models, cumulative surface 

deposition will decrease exponentially with distance, such that fitting an exponential curve to a 

plot of sediment concentration vs length will yield an e-folding length scale of Lx=1/ λ .  

However, since the physical aspects of sediment deposition are wrapped into the λ parameter, it’s 

been difficult for researchers to create a universal theory for this phenomenon.  The lack of a 

universal theory is also due to the wide range of depositional processes (like deposition via 

particle settling, cohesive processes, or straining) that may have different levels of importance 

for a given setting.24  In the case of silt sized particle deposition (which will be examined in this 

study), we hypothesize that particle trapping will be mostly due to straining rather than a filter 

cake or via physio-chemical mechanisms.24  To our knowledge, trapping rate parameters have 

not been extensively studied for the unique hydraulic conditions associated with SEOF.  A 

notable exception is a study by Deletic (2001), who found that a trapping-rate-based model could 

provide a reasonable fit to experimental data of sediment trapping on impermeable grass strips.1  

Extension of these results to permeable-bed SEOF flow is a key contribution of the present work. 

The goals of this study are 1) determine the sediment trapping efficiency, λ, under shallow SEOF 

that mimics conditions at a local bioswale field site, and 2) evaluate the fit of experimental 

trapping efficiencies with consideration of potential hydraulic and sediment conditions that could 

affect sediment deposition.   

 

2.2 Methods and Materials 

2.2.1 Particle Deposition Theory 

For the purposes of this paper, we will focus on two models: one introduced by Deletic1 for flow 

over impermeable grass filter strips, and the second based on deposition probability, a commonly 

used concept originally due to Einstein & Krone (1962),25 which will be referred to here as the 

Einstein-Krone model.   

The Deletic model1 begins with  Equation 2.1, which describes a mass balance of suspended 

sediment,   
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𝜕(

ℎ𝑞𝑠,𝑠
𝑞

)

𝜕𝑡
+

𝜕𝑞𝑠,𝑠

𝜕𝑥
= 𝐷𝑖𝑠

𝜕2(
ℎ𝑞𝑠,𝑠
𝑞

)

𝜕𝑥2
− 𝜆𝑠𝑞𝑠,𝑠           (2.1) 

Here, h is the depth of flow [m], qs,s is the sediment loading rate of fraction s per unit width [g s-1 

m-1], q is overland flow rate per unit width [m2 s-1], Dis is the dispersion coefficient [m2 s], and 

λs is the trapping efficiency for fraction s per unit length [m-1].  For the present experiments, we 

will neglect dispersion and assume h/q is a constant since there will be a constant flow rate and 

flow depth.  Thus, equation (2.1) can be simplified to: 

𝜕𝑞𝑠,𝑠

𝜕𝑥
= −𝜆𝑠𝑞𝑠,𝑠             (2.2) 

Deletic proposes a series of equations leading to a model for λs: 

Manning’s Equation: 𝑞 =
√𝑆

𝑛
ℎ5 3⁄         (2.3) 

Here, S is the bed slope gradient [-] and n is the Manning’s coefficient [s m-1/3].  The Manning’s 

coefficient for firm soil is 0.02.26  This is used to calculate the flow depth from the known q.  

Next, the particle fall number (Nf,s) is calculated: 

                  𝑁𝑓,𝑠 =
𝑙𝑉𝑠

ℎ𝑉
           (2.4) 

where l is the length of the grass strip [m], Vs is the Stokes’ settling velocity of the particles with 

diameter ds [m s-1], and V is the average mean flow velocity.  To calculate VS and V: 

       𝑉𝑠 =
𝑔

18𝜇
(𝜌𝑠 − 𝜌)𝑑𝑠

2
         (2.5) 

              𝑉 =
𝑞

𝐵𝑜ℎ
             (2.6) 

Here, g is gravitational acceleration 9.81 [m s2], µ is the dynamic viscosity of water [kg s-1 m-1], 

ρs is the particle density [kg m-3], ρ is the density of water [kg m-3], ds is the particle diameter 

[m], and Bo is the open flow width per unit width [-].  The trapping efficiency for the sediment 

fraction s (Tr,s) [-] is related to Nf,s using a semi-empirical equation determined by Deletic: 

        𝑇𝑟,𝑠 =
𝑁𝑓,𝑠

0.69

𝑁𝑓,𝑠
0.69+4.95

         (2.7) 

Finally, the λs is found by: 
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𝜆𝑠 =
𝑇𝑟,𝑠(

𝑙𝑉𝑠
𝑉ℎ

)

𝑙
          (2.8) 

where Tr,s is a function of (lVs/Vh). 

In summary, the Deletic model uses dimensional considerations to define the parameter Nf,s, 

which was fitted to experimental data to obtain equation (2.7).  Other models attempt to predict  

λs from physical principles.  A common assumption is that suspended particles reach the bed at a 

rate according to their settling velocity, with a fixed fraction of those particles becoming 

deposited.  Unlike the Deletic model, the Einstein-Krone model20 does consider the resuspension 

of deposited particles.  The equation for accounting for this process in terms of suspended 

particle concentration is: 

𝑑𝑐

𝑑𝑡
=

−𝑚0𝑣0𝑣𝑠𝑝

𝑦
          (2.9) 

Here, c is suspended sediment concentration [kg L-1], t is elapsed time [s], m0 is the individual 

particle mass, v0 is the number of primary particles per volume [m-3], vs is the settling velocity 

[m s-1], y is water depth, and p is the overall probability of a particle sticking to the soil bed.  In 

this case, p does not differentiate between particles that don’t deposit and those that are 

resuspended after depositing.  In the Einstein-Krone model, the physical property of p stems 

from the bed and critical shear forces acting on the soil bed as particles suspended in the water 

flow over it.  Given that m0v0=c and if vs is independent of c and t, Equation 2.9 can be solved: 

𝑐

𝑐0
= 𝑒

(
−𝑝𝑡𝑣𝑠
𝑦

)
        (2.10) 

Aspects of these two models were incorporated into a new, simplistic model that accounts for the 

Vs, V, and h from the Deletic model and the concentration and probability parameters from 

Einstein-Krone.  Since the rate of deposition (D) [# particles settling/second] is equal to the 

suspended sediment concentration times the settling velocity, we can also include the probability 

of a particle depositing on the soil surface.  Given that the concentration is equal to the flux of 

the particles divided by the flow velocity and depth of flow, we can get the following equations: 

𝐷 = 𝑐𝑉𝑠𝑝 = 𝑞 (
𝑉𝑠𝑝

𝑉ℎ
)       (2.11) 

𝐷 =
𝑑𝑞𝑠

𝑑𝑥
= −𝜆𝑞        (2.12) 
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𝑑𝑞

𝑑𝑥
= −(

𝑉𝑠𝑃

𝑉ℎ
) 𝑞        (2.13) 

where qs is the sediment transport rate [kg m-1 s-1].  Equation 2.13 provides a physical basis for 

the trapping efficiency.  Solving Equation 2.12  yields: 

𝑞𝑠(𝑥) = 𝑞𝑠,0𝑒
−𝜆𝑥       (2.14) 

where q0 is the sediment transport rate at the flume inlet at x = 0.  q0 is calculated by: 

𝑞𝑠,0 =
𝑀𝑞

𝑊
        (2.15) 

where M is the sediment load at the inlet [kg m-3] and W is the flume width [m].   

The deposition of sediment vs. downstream distance (d(x)) can in turn be derived as: 

      𝑑(𝑥) =
𝜕𝑞𝑠

𝜕𝑥
= −𝜆𝑞𝑠,0𝑒

−𝜆𝑥        (2.16) 

To determine the total deposition (Dtot) along a given length (L) [m], Equation 2.16 can be 

integrated: 

𝐷𝑡𝑜𝑡 = 𝑊∫
𝜕𝑞𝑠

𝜕𝑥

𝐿

0
𝑑𝑥 = 𝑊𝑞0(1 − 𝑒−𝜆𝐿)     (2.17) 

This yields the amount of sediment removed from the flow per unit time [kg s-1] and will be used 

to determine a mass balance for the sediment deposition process in the flume experiments. 

 

2.2.2 Materials Specifications 

The experiments utilized a single-lane flume constructed from 3/8” thick PVC plastic.  The 

bottom of the flume utilized this same material, so it was impermeable to water.  The flume 

dimensions were 48” long, 12” wide, and 12” tall with 6” walls on the ends of the flume.  Slats 

were added to the bottom of the flume to provide extra friction for the soil when the flume was 

inclined.  A clear tray with four injection nozzles was attached at the head of the flume.  This 

was connected via 3/8” plastic tubing to a diaphragm slurry pump.  This pump delivered a 

prepared tracer slurry from a 5-gallon bucket to the tray, which then overflowed into the flume to 

create an inlet stream of tracer-laden water while creating minimal disturbance to the flume 

surface sediment.  Due to the rapid settling of the tracer particles, an electric paint mixer was 
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installed to continually suspend the slurry in the 5-gallon bucket.  A small container was placed 

under the end of the flume to capture the effluent run-off for total suspended solids analysis.  See 

Figure 2.1 for a photo of the experimental set-up.   

 

 

Figure 2.1. Photo of the experimental set-up. (a) Laptop for capturing images from photographic 

hood. (b) Photographic hood. (c) 5-gallon bucket with tracer slurry and electric paint mixer. (d) 

Diaphragm slurry pump. (e) 5-gallon bucket with tap water. (f) Tracer tray with four nozzles. 

(g) Flume with compacted soil. (h) container for capturing effluent run-off. 

 

The tracers used for these experiments were paramagnetic, fluorescent, silt sized particles with 

d50 of 40 µm that had an excitation band of 250-550 nm and a peak fluorescence emission 

frequency of 610 nm.27  Figure 2.2 shows the particle size distribution of the tracer.  A 

photographic hood was developed to illuminate the fluorescent particles on the surface of the 

flume, using their intensity as a proxy for their surficial concentration.  This consisted of a black 

hard-shelled dome with a mounted Point Gray BlackFlyS camera (2448 by 2048 pixels, 8 mm 

focal length), pointing directly down onto the sediment bed from a height of 12.2”.  The photo 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 
(d) 

(e) 

(f) 

(g) 

(h) 
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sample area was 10.2” long and 7.5” wide.  The camera was fitted with a bandpass filter of 

center wavelength 610 nm and bandwidth of 10 nm.  A black light ring was used to illuminate 

the bed surface with a nominal wavelength of 365 nm.  See Figure 2.3 for images of the 

photographic hood set-up.   

 

 

Figure 2.2. Particle size distribution of Partrac tracer using hydrometer analysis.  Error bars 

represent a 95% confidence interval. 

 

   

Figure 2.3. Collage of photographic hood set up. (a) Front with viewing door and black light 

controls. (b) Mounted camera and connection cords. (c) Bottom of the hood looking up to view 

the black light ring and bandpass filter attached to camera. 

 

(a) 
(b) 

(c) 
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The soil was obtained from the project’s field site at the OSU-Benton County Green Stormwater 

Infrastructure Research (OGSIR) facility in Corvallis, OR.  This soil was found to have a 

consistent particle size distribution across all the experiments (see Figures 2.4 and 2.5 for the 

sieving and hydrometer characterization, respectively).   

 

 

Figure 2.4. Particle size distribution from sieving analysis for before and after soil experiment 

samples, for the fraction of particles >75 µm. 

 

 

Figure 2.5. Particle size distribution from hydrometer analysis for before and after soil 

experiment samples for the fraction of particles < 75 µm. 
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To determine the relationship between mass percent of tracer present in a soil sample to 

fluorescent intensity present in the images, two calibration curves were created (see Figure 2.6).  

OGSIR soil was added to petri dishes and tracer was then added to reach a desired tracer mass 

percentage.  Samples were manually mixed to create a uniform composition.  The petri dish was 

placed in the camera hood with the black light illuminating the sample, and a photo was captured 

of the resulting fluorescence.  The sample was removed, manually mixed, and imaged two more 

times, to control for possible variability in mixing.  This process was repeated for all calibration 

points.  The images were processed in MATLAB to obtain image intensity values for each photo.  

The replicate intensities for each calibration point were then averaged and plotted against the 

known tracer mass percentage.  The calibration curves, one for the entire range of 0-100% and a 

second for the expected field sample range of 0-7% tracer mass, both showed a strong linear 

trend (R2 > 0.98).  This showed the fluorescence in the photos was linearly proportional to the 

percentage of tracer mass and thus, can act as a proxy for determining the amount of tracer 

present in field samples.   

Due to the non-uniform illumination from the black light, an “intensity calibration” was created 

to account for brighter and darker areas present in the camera hood sample area.  A petri dish 

filled with tracer was placed in the bottom left corner of the camera hood, imaged, and then 

shifted half the diameter of the petri dish to the right and imaged again.  After reaching the 

rightmost edge, the dish was moved half the diameter up and subsequently shifted and imaged 

laterally to the left until reaching the far-left side.  The zig-zag process was repeated to create an 

overlay of all the images that would cover the entire sample area.  The results showed a uniform 

decay of intensity with distance from the center of the image, most likely due to non-uniform 

illumination by the UV ring-light in the photographic hood apparatus.  The corresponding pattern 

was used to calibrate the experimental flume images by normalizing the intensity such that areas 

that initially appeared darker would be appropriately brightened during the image intensity 

analysis discussed in section 2.2.4. 
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Figure 2.6. Calibration of tracer mass percent in soil samples for the image analysis method.  

(a) The tracer particles were added to natural soil in a petri dish, then (b) the sample is placed in 

the camera hood to be imaged under the black light.  Note: each sample was well mixed to create 

a uniform composition; here an un-mixed sample is shown for illustration purposes. (c) 

Calibration curve of the average image intensity vs mass percent of tracer mass for the entire 

mass percentage range. (d) Calibration curve of the average image intensity vs mass percent of 

tracer mass for the expected mass percentage range in field samples.  Note: Error bars for these 

calibration curves represent a 95% confidence interval. 

 

2.2.3 Flume Experiments  

Soil collected from OGSIR was dried on a tarp and sifted to remove pebbles.  Then it was added 

in 0.5 cm layers to the flume.  After each layer was added , the soil was compacted with a steel 

tamper.  This process was repeated until the soil surface level exceeded the top of the 6” flume 

end walls.  To ensure a uniform and flat surface, a digital level was used to check that variations 

in bed slope along the width and length of the flume were less than 0.5 degrees.  The remaining 

prepared soil was archived for particle size distribution tests.  A scissors jack was installed at the 

head of the flume for setting the desired bed slope angle.  The bed slope was measured in three 

(d) (c) 
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locations along the length of the flume with the digital level, and the flume incline was adjusted 

until the average of these measurements were within ± 0.1 degree of the desired bed slope.  The 

influent tray at the head of the flume was installed to be 0 ± 0.1 degrees to ensure a uniform 

overflow of tracer-slurry out of the tray.  A pre-made tracer paste (2.63 g tracer/1 mL water) was 

added to the 5-gallon bucket at a concentration of 100 mL of paste for every 4 L of water (final 

concentration of 65.8 g/L).  The flow rate of the pump was measured using a graduated cylinder, 

and the pump speed was adjusted to achieve an inlet flow of 0.5 ± 0.05 GPM. 

Once the flume preparation was complete, tap water was pumped from a separate 5-gallon 

bucket into the tray.  This allowed the flume to be saturated and the top-most layer of soil to be 

“washed” until a relatively consistent concentration of soil particles was present in the effluent.  

It was later confirmed using TSS measurements that, after this washing period, the effluent 

sediment load was constant in time to within 5%.  This washing period lasted between 5-9 

minutes.  To evaluate the background concentration of these soil particles, an effluent water 

blank sample was collected after a 15 second pulse of flow.  This was repeated for a total of four 

samples.  Then the water in the tray was drained and the pump inlet was moved to the tracer 

slurry bucket.  The paint mixer would run for approximately 10 seconds before the pump was 

activated.  The tracer slurry was pumped for 15 seconds after overflowing the tray.  Upon 

completion of each flow pulse, residual water on the flume surface was allowed to drain and the 

effluent from that pulse was collected.  Then the camera hood was placed in the flume where the 

tracer slurry initially contacts the soil surface and a photo was taken.  This was repeated for a 

total of six images that covered 15 cm intervals (with 50% overlap between successive images) 

spanning the length of the flume.   

The process of flow-pulse and photo data collection was repeated (15 second tracer slurry pulses, 

with effluent and image collection) five times for a cumulative time of 75 seconds.  Once all the 

time points were completed, the bed slope of the flume and the flow rate of the pump were re-

recorded to check for any drift during the experiment.  A sample of the tracer slurry was 

collected as it was overflowing the tray.  The water blanks, tracer effluent, and tracer tray 

samples were stored at room temperature for total suspended solids analysis.  The top-most layer 

of the soil (approximately 1 cm) was scraped off and collected for particle size distribution tests 

to evaluate any change in soil composition.  
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The above process was repeated for three bed slopes (2, 3, and 4 degrees), keeping all other 

parameters constant. 

 

 2.2.4 Image Intensity Analysis 

After completing each experiment, the flume images from each spatial location and time point 

were compiled in MATLAB.  Due to the linear relationship of image intensity and tracer mass 

(as described in section 2.2.2), the image intensity can be fitted to Equation 2.16 to estimate λ.  

The analysis for each time point had three parts: 1) compile the photos to produce one seamless 

image of the entire flume bed, 2) calculate the cross-flume-average image intensity and plot it on 

a log scale against the distance of the flume, and 3) apply a linear fit to determine the Lx =1/λ  

parameter and its associated 95% confidence interval.  See Figure 2.7 for an output example.  

While imaging the surface of the flume with the camera hood was very effective, the base of the 

frame contacting the surface sediment caused some localized mixing of the deposited tracer into 

the base sediment.  Since the photographic hood was placed in the same locations for each set of 

measurements, these “smeared” regions occurred at fixed intervals every 15 cm.  These areas 

were excluded from analysis because they would give an inaccurate representation of the 

deposition profile and skew the calculated Lx parameter.  

 

2.2.5 Total Suspended Solids 

To estimate the cumulative amount of tracer deposited on the flume, a total suspended solids 

(TSS) method was used to determine an approximate mass balance.  An aluminum tin was 

weighed on an analytical balance and its mass recorded.  Then a 1.0 µm glass fiber filter was 

placed into the tin and the total mass was recorded.  The filter was placed on a vacuum tower 

with tweezers and set in place with a filter funnel.  DI water was added and vacuumed into the 

collection flask to help seat the filter.  The first experimental water blank sample was shaken 

vigorously to resuspend any sediment present and then quickly poured into a graduated cylinder.  

After recording the volume in the cylinder, it was added to the filter funnel, and vacuumed 

through the filter.  DI water was used to rinse the sides of the funnel.  After all the liquid had 
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entered the collection flask, the vacuum continued running for an additional one minute, and then 

turned off.  The filter was removed with tweezers and placed back in the respective pre-weighed 

aluminum tin.  The entire process was repeated two more times with the same sample, and then 

repeated for each sample from the experiment (water blanks, tracer samples, and tracer tray).  

These were dried in an oven at 105⁰C for two hours.  After cooling down, each tin plus filter was 

reweighed and the masses recorded.  The TSS was calculated using Equation 2.18: 

𝑇𝑆𝑆 (
𝑚𝑔

𝐿
) =

𝑀𝐴−𝑀𝐵

𝑉𝑓
           (2.18) 

Here MA is the mass of the tin plus filter after the oven [g], MB is the mass of the tin plus the 

filter before the sample was filtered [g], and Vf is the volume of the sample that was filtered [L].  

The TSS of the tracer samples were adjusted by subtracting the water blank samples so only the 

tracer mass was associated with the TSS value. 

 

 

Figure 2.7. An example of the MATLAB output for creating a cohesive image of the flume 

surface and calculating the Lx parameter. This image was produced from the 45 second time 

point of the 4-degree bed slope experiment. Top: Montage of images showing the distribution of 

tracer deposited on the flume surface (x=0 is the flume inlet). Bottom: Across-flume averaged 

image intensity (gray) fitted to an exponential curve (green). The resulting Lx is shown in the 

legend, where the CI range in the legend represents a 95% confidence interval. 
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  2.2.6 Particle Size Distribution 

To determine whether the surface soil properties changed over the course of the experiments, 

particle size distribution analysis was performed on soil samples collected before and after each 

experiment.  A dry-sieve analysis (for the larger particles) was performed following the ASTM 

D6913/D6913M method.  A mortar and pestle were used to gently break apart any aggregations 

without grinding larger particles into smaller ones to preserve the existing distribution (following 

ASTM D7928).  Samples were reduced using the quartering method.  The sample was then 

added to a sieve tower containing #18, 40, 60, and 120 sieves.  The tower was placed in a ro-tap 

sieve shaker for 20 minutes.  The mass retained on each sieve and within the collection pan was 

weighed and recorded.  The sample in the collection pan was subsequently used in a hydrometer 

analysis following the ASTM D7928 method.      

 

2.3 Results 

 2.3.1 Experimental Calculations for Trapping Efficiency 

While samples were collected every 15 seconds for times up to 75 seconds, it was observed that 

over time the surficial sediment in the flume became saturated with tracer particles.  It was 

apparent this effect altered the surface sediment size distribution and caused a reduction of 

sediment deposition, i.e. clogging.  Inclusion of clogging effects in the analysis would require a 

time-dependent model for the trapping parameter.21  However, for the present study we will only 

focus on the 15-45 second time points so the clogging effects can be neglected.  The results from 

the 60 and 75 second time points will be briefly discussed in section 2.4.3.   

Using the Lx values calculated from the image intensity analysis, these were converted to λ 

values for the 15, 30 and 45 second time points of each experiment.  Comparisons of the 

resulting λ values are shown in Figure 2.8.  These results indicate that with decreasing bed slope 

there was an increasing removal efficiency, while increasing in cumulative time saw decreasing 

removal efficiency.  Additionally, the relative rates of change in removal efficiency with time 

were different for each bed slope, where decreasing slope resulted in a faster rate of change.  It is 

also notable that the removal efficiency values appear to converge at the 45 second timepoint.   
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Figure 2.8. Removal efficiency values for each slope at different time points.  Error bars 

represent a 95% confidence interval. 

 

2.3.2 Deletic Model Calculations for λ 

Using the Deletic model (Equations 2.3 to 2.8), the parameters listed in Table 2.1 were 

calculated for each bed slope.  While the change in bed slope impacts the depth of flow (h) and 

the mean flow velocity (V) calculations, the experimental method kept the flow rate per unit 

width (q) constant, where q = Vh.  Therefore, the Deletic model will only yield one λs value for 

all three bed slopes tested.  However, the value of λs from the Deletic model is very similar to the 

λ values calculated from the intensity image analysis (see Figure 2.9).   

 

Table 2.1. Calculated parameter values using Equations 2.3 to 2.8 for determining the removal 

efficiency per unit length using the Deletic model. 

 

Parameter Variable Units 4 deg 3 deg 2 deg

Decimal Slope S --- 0.0699 0.0524 0.0349

Depth of flow h mm 0.89 0.97 1.09

Stoke's Settling Velocity Vs m/s

Mean flow velocity V m/s 0.122 0.113 0.099

Particle fall number Nf,s --- 15.65 15.47 15.71

Trapping efficiency Tr,s ---

Trapping efficiency per unit length λs 1/m

0.57

0.47

0.0014
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Figure 2.9. Comparison of the removal efficiency values from the experimental image analysis 

vs. the value calculated from the Deletic model. 

 

2.3.3 Einstein-Krone Model Calculations for p 

Using the parameters calculated in the Deletic model, the probability of the particles depositing 

on the flume bed (p), can be calculated using the relationship determined from Equations 2.12 

and 2.13: 

     𝑝 =
𝜆𝑉ℎ

𝑉𝑠
        (2.19) 

Here, λ will be the values for each bed slope at every time point calculated from the image 

intensity analysis and the λs from the Deletic model.  The resulting probability values are shown 

in Figure 2.10.  These results show that with decreasing bed slope there is an increase in 

probability of particles depositing onto the flume.  Once again, the rate of change in probability 

over time increases with decreasing bed slope and appears to converge at 45 seconds. 
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Figure 2.10. The probability of particles depositing on the flume bed (p) for each experimental 

trapping efficiency. The solid black line is the p calculated from Deletic trapping efficiency.  

 

 2.3.4 Mass Balance 

To approximate a mass balance for the tracer deposited onto the flume, two approaches were 

used: TSS measurements and calculating Dtot from Equation 2.17.  The TSS measurements were 

initially in terms of concentration of tracer leaving the flume.  To get the deposited concentration 

in the flume, the effluent concentration was subtracted from the concentration in the tracer tray.  

This concentration was converted to a mass using the known volumetric flow rate and a flow 

time of 15 seconds.  Figure 2.11 shows the comparison between results from the TSS-determined 

masses and the masses calculated from Dtot, for every time point and for each bed slope.   

The results from the TSS did not exhibit a trend with respect to bed slope or with time.  

However, the Dtot results indicate an increase of deposited mass with decreasing bed slope, and a 

convergence at the 45 second time point.  Similar to the experimental λ results, there is also an 

increase in the rate of change of mass deposited with decreasing bed slope.  While the relative 

trends are different, the calculated mass deposited using the TSS and Dtot calculations are within 

0.13 to 0.79 g for each respective time point and bed slope.  Since the TSS measurements had an 

error of approximately 10% (or 0.2 g), this is comparable to the differences seen between the 
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TSS and Dtot values.  As discussed further in section 2.4.2, we suggest these discrepancies can be 

attributed to experimental uncertainty in the TSS mass balance measurements. 

 

 

 

Figure 2.11. Determining the mass of sediment deposited at each timepoint to approximate a 

mass balance using (a) TSS measurements and (b) D_tot calculations from Equation 2.17.  

 

 

(a) 

(b) 
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2.4 Discussion 

 2.4.1 Experimental Results vs the Deletic and Einstein-Krone Models 

The observed trend of increasing trapping efficiency with decreasing bed slope was not 

reproduced by the Deletic model but was expected for the present experiments on SEOF flow 

over a natural soil bed.  Since a decrease in bed slope results in a decreased flow velocity, this 

allows the tracer particles more time to settle through the water and get trapped on the rough soil 

surface, thus increasing the trapping efficiency.  At greater bed slopes, there will also be greater 

flow velocities that can keep more particles suspended and can re-suspend particles once 

deposited.  Related to this, a decreasing trapping efficiency with time is also to be expected 

because as more particles deposit over time, the fewer locations are available for the particles to 

get trapped, i.e. a clogging effect.  This would change the dynamics of the deposition process and 

add another layer of complexity to the models used in this study.  It was interesting that the rate 

of change for the trapping efficiency also increased with decreasing bed slope.  This could be 

due to lower bed slopes having a greater trapping ability so more particles will occupy the 

“trapping” sites on the soil during a given timeframe when compared to greater bed slopes.  

Since these sites will be filled up sooner in lower bed slopes, the trapping efficiency should 

decrease more rapidly due to having fewer locations for the particles to deposit in over time.   

When comparing these experimental trapping efficiencies with the Deletic and Einstein-Krone 

models, there’s a few considerations to account for.  The Deletic model was designed for 

applications to grassy bioswales.  In this model, l was defined as the length of grass strips the 

runoff must travel through, whereas this study defined l as the length of the flume.  As 

mentioned in section 2.3.2, the Deletic model is not sensitive to bed slope, but this is most likely 

due to the use of semi-empirical formulas to derive the trapping efficiency.  The lack of bed 

slope sensitivity evidently is relevant in SEOF flow, possibly because of different physics that 

dominate sediment deposition.  While the alternative probability parameter formulation does not 

directly include bed slope, it is commonly understood in Einstein-Krone -type models that the 

probability of deposition (p) is proportional to the bed shear stress, which in turn is directly 

proportional to bed slope.  That is, the increase in bed slope results in a greater shear force that 

will cause more deposited particles to become resuspended rather than deposited.  This yields a 

decreased probability of particles staying trapped on the surface, thus decreasing the trapping 
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efficiency.  It also would be expected that the deposition probability will decrease with time due 

to the soil becoming more clogged and leaving fewer possible sites for new particles to deposit. 

 

 2.4.2 Efficacy of Mass Balance Approaches 

While the mass of deposited tracer results for the TSS measurements were similar to the values 

calculated from Dtot, the TSS approach did not clearly show a trend with bed slope.  This is most 

likely because the TSS method is sensitive enough to be impacted by small variations within the 

compacted soil, despite the careful preparation of the flume (see Figure 2.12).  The sources of 

these variations could be from the amount of new soil added, the level of compaction, and degree 

of saturation.  For example, if the soil in one experiment was slightly more compacted, then it 

would have a lower infiltration rate and stay saturated longer.  Thus, the water would flow more 

quickly down the flume, yielding more water in the effluent and artificially diluting the TSS 

sample.  By contrast, the image analysis method is effectively integrated over the full duration of 

the deposition phase, hence it is insensitive to transient variations in the flow.  The image 

analysis method also uses curve-fitting to average over small spatial variations that may occur 

over the length of the flume and offers greater resolution in estimating the deposited mass of 

tracer.  This approach increases the signal-to-noise ratio enough to reveal more mass was 

deposited at lower bed slopes.  This trend agrees with physical expectations since the mass of 

tracer deposited should be directly related to the trapping efficiency. 

 

 

Figure 2.12. Average TSS concentration (adjusted with the water blanks) for each bed slope at 

different time points and slurry tray. Error bars represent a 95% confidence interval. 
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2.4.3 Trapping Efficiencies at Longer Time Points 

As mentioned before, these results have primarily focused on the initial three time points of 15, 

30, and 45 seconds.  However, when the data collected at 60 and 75 seconds is included in the 

trapping efficiency calculations, the observed trends begin to break down.  Figure 2.13 shows the 

results from the image intensity analysis for all five time points.  While there is still a general 

decreasing trapping efficiency with time, there are few differences at the later time points.  At 60 

seconds, all three bed slopes approach the same trapping efficiency.  This would indicate that the 

soil surface has started to become clogged, and the trapping efficiency has plateaued.  Then at 75 

seconds, the trends for each bed slope differ.  For four degrees, the trapping efficiency has 

continued to decrease.  At three degrees, it has stayed relatively the same.  Then at two degrees it 

has increased.  This increase at two degrees could be due to the erosion or stripping of previously 

deposited particles that reopen sites for the new tracer particles to deposit in.  Or it could be 

related to the properties of the Lx determination.  As Lx increases to be greater than the length of 

the flume, the slope of the exponential fit decreases, thus decreasing the resolution of observable 

tracer deposited over a given distance.  At this point, the value of Lx becomes unstable due to 

greater susceptibility to noise in the data.  This could explain why the trends suddenly shift 

between the 60 and 75 time points, where the Lx values range from 150 to 200 cm 

(approximately 50 to 100% greater than the length of the flume).    

 

 

Figure 2.13. Removal efficiency values for each bed slope at all measured time points.  Error 

bars represent a 95% confidence interval. 
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2.5 Future Work 

One aspect that hasn’t been considered in this study, or in the Deletic model, is the effect of 

infiltration.  Due to the high clay content of the soil used for these experiments, the infiltration 

rate was measured with a single-ring infiltrometer to be less than 0.05 mm/s – far slower than the 

settling velocity of tracer particles which is on the order of 1 mm/s.  Therefore, infiltration was 

not likely to have a significant influence on sediment deposition in these experiments.  However, 

it would be interesting to repeat the experiments using a soil or sand substrate with higher 

infiltration rates.  It would be expected that higher infiltration will result in greater deposition of 

particles since saturation would take much longer to achieve, and particles would be encouraged 

into deposition via the flow into the bed.   

Infiltration associated with plants would be another parameter to consider.  Due to their roots and 

stems, plants can increase infiltration by creating preferential flow paths for the water to follow 

into the subsurface.  This scenario was tested using the existing experimental set-up and 

carefully transplanting an established spreading rush from OGSIR into the middle of the flume.  

The preliminary results are shown in Figure 2.14.  While the plant did not appear to greatly 

influence the trapping efficiency, it could be that the high clay content (hence low infiltration 

rate) remained the dominating factor in this case.  To determine this in more detail, different 

plants would need to be tested at each of the bed slopes described here. 

A third aspect to investigate would be how the size of the tracer particles change the observed 

deposition characteristics.  As mentioned in the introduction, silt sized (non-clay) particles, like 

those used in this study, will most likely be impacted by surface filtration and/or straining.  

However, smaller particles, like clays and colloids, would be more susceptible to physical-

chemical mechanisms such as cohesion.24  Performing additional experiments with different 

sized tracers, especially with clay particles or colloids, would help determine which depositional 

processes dominate under a wider range of environmental conditions.     
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Figure 2.14. Image intensity results from a 3-degree bed slope with spreading rush from the 45 

second time point. The plant was placed in the flume between 40 and 50 cm.   

 

A final set of parameters that should be experimentally determined are the bed and critical shear 

forces acting on the flume at each bed slope.  Quantifying shear stress would require a 

measurement of flow rate and flow depth, which is difficult in the SEOF flows considered here.  

However, these measurements would provide more accurate calculations for the Einstein-Krone 

probability value and would potentially allow the calculation of the trapping efficiency to include 

parameters more directly tied to the physical behavior of sediment deposition.   

        

2.6 Conclusions 

Trapping efficiencies for SEOF were quantified for the first time, using a new method based on 

fluorescent tracer particles detected photographically.  These results were also able to be 

mathematically modelled using pre-existing models by Deletic and Einstein-Krone.  In contrast 

to the Deletic model, the experimental results showed bed slope does affect the sediment 

deposition, where lower bed slopes achieve higher trapping efficiencies.  Thus, it is important to 

incorporate parameters directly related to the physics of sediment deposition into mathematical 

models.  One option is to include the Einstein-Krone probability parameter which accounts for 
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shear forces and the possible resuspension of deposited particles.  For calculating a mass balance 

to determine the mass of tracer deposited, trapping efficiencies and operational parameters can 

be used.  This can also be done using a TSS approach.  While the TSS will be more prone to 

noise and variability, it would provide a good ballpark estimate of deposited mass.  To create 

more realistic models for predicting sediment deposition at field scales, more experiments must 

be done to account for infiltration rates of soils, shear forces at different bed slopes, and the 

effect of plants. 
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3. Construction of a Novel Bioswale Design for Improved Contaminant Removal 

from Stormwater 

3.1 Introduction 

 3.1.1 Field Site Characteristics 

The OSU-Benton County Green Stormwater Infrastructure Research (OGSIR) Facility was built 

in 2014 to intercept stormwater runoff from a 100,000 ft2 catchment that consists of mostly 

impermeable asphalt or roof surfaces.1–3  This catchment receives an average precipitation of 43” 

per year, which yields an estimated average runoff volume of 2.7 million gallons per year.3  The 

main feature of this catchment is the transportation yard of the Benton County Public Works 

which functions as a storage area for large trucks, road fill material, paint, and a refueling 

station.1,2  Many of these materials can act as contaminant sources through fuel leaks and spills, 

parking lot sediments, and paint spills.1  See Figure 3.1 for an aerial view of the catchment. 

 

 

Figure 3.1 Aerial view of the OGSIR facility and the Benton County Public Works 

transportation yard. The catchment is outlined in green, the runoff paths are shown in yellow, 

and the pre-existing city storm drainpipes are shown in red (Source: Kshitiz, 2018).     
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3.1.2 Existing OGSIR Design 

The OGSIR facility consists of three bioretention (bioswale) “cells” for testing different 

treatment technologies for a variety of stormwater contaminants.  See Figure 3.2 for a schematic 

of the facility.  The facility begins by intersecting with the existing city stormwater infrastructure 

pipes.  Here, the runoff from the catchment is intercepted and stored in a 1,500-gallon storage 

tank.  A float switch initiates the storage tank sump pump to discharge water from the tank into 

the 1,500-gallon sediment bay.  The residence time of the sediment bay is long enough to allow 

large particles to settle out the water before overflowing the 45⁰ V-notch weirs, one for each of 

the three bioretention cells.  The cells are 93.3 ft long by 10.5 ft wide by 3 ft deep and utilize an 

underdrain 4 ft below the top of the cell walls.  In case of a severe flooding event, an emergency 

overflow drain was installed at the end of cells.  To prevent infiltration of the runoff directly into 

the water table, each cell is also self-contained using fish-safe pond liner and geotextile.  The 

cells were filled with different layers of substrate.  The layers from top to bottom are 1) an 

engineered soil mixture of 50% native soil, 25% municipal waste, and 25% mint compost, 2) 

construction sand, 3) 3/8” gravel, and 4) ¾” crushed river rock.  Each cell had a different 

vegetation configuration.  Cell 1 had no vegetation (bare soil), cell 2 contained native grasses, 

and cell 3 incorporated a mixture of native rushes, sedges, and hedges.  Once the water 

percolates through the vegetation and media layers of the cells, it enters the underdrain and is 

emptied back into the existing city stormwater piping downstream of the storage tank.  This 

eventually drains into Mill Race stream which discharges into the Willamette River.1,2,4     

 

 

Figure 3.2 Schematic of a bioretention cell at the OGSIR facility (Source: Livingston, 2015) 
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3.1.3 Water Quality Performance Evaluation of Existing Design 

A previous study examined the stormwater treatment performance of the existing bioretention 

designs three years after opening the facility.3  The total suspended solids (TSS) and the metals 

characterization will be the parameters of interest for this chapter.  The TSS influent values 

ranged from 9 – 650 mg/L and had removal rates from 85 – 90%.  It was determined that 

filtration, rather than sedimentation, was the primary mechanism for TSS removal due to the 

particle size distribution being dominated by fine particles (< 63 µm).   

Copper (Cu) and zinc (Zn) were analyzed for total and dissolved metal fractions.  The influent 

concentration of total Cu ranged from 2.4 – 246 ppb and had a removal rate of 54 – 62%.  For 

total Zn, the influent concentration was 60.6 – 286.5 ppb and achieved a removal rate of 61 – 

82%.  The removal rate for the Cu and Zn particulate fractions were 70 – 83%  and 63 – 85%, 

respectively.  For the dissolved fractions, the influent Cu concentrations and resulting removal 

rates ranged from 1.9 – 14.9 ppb and -59 – 41%, respectively.  The influent concentrations and 

removal rates for Zn ranged from 8.6 – 46.6 ppb and -17 – 86%, respectively.  For both dissolved 

Cu and Zn, the removal performance decreased over time and reached negative removal rates.  

These trends suggest the dissolved metals previously accumulated in the soil were desorbing and 

leaching into the stormwater effluent.             

While previous studies have shown most metals are associated with particulates and achieve 

reliable removal rates, there are still concerns with removal of dissolved metal due to the limited 

capabilities of bioretention systems to strongly sorb these contaminants.5,6  Other studies have 

found that dissolved metals do have the potential to leach out bioretention systems, especially 

when the influent stormwater concentrations exceed the soil’s sorption capacity.6–8  These 

literature findings corroborate the observed leaching of Cu and Zn from the OGSIR facility.      

 

3.1.4 Sorbent Amendments for Stormwater Applications 

To address these metal leaching contaminant concerns, recent studies have investigated the use 

of various sorbents as amendments for treating stormwater.9–12  Biochar has become a popular 

sorbent in contaminant removal studies.13–16  Biochar is a carbonaceous material produced by 

thermochemical (e.g. pyrolysis, gasification) conversion of agricultural, feedstock, or sludge 
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biomass.13  Some characteristics that make biochar an attractive option for contaminant treatment 

in environmental applications include large adsorption capacity, high specific surface area, and 

ion exchange capacity.13  Biochar has been shown to effectively remove inorganic (e.g. heavy 

metals, nitrate, sulfide) and organic contaminants (e.g. nutrients, pesticides, antibiotics), 

including emerging contaminants of concern like polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) and 

polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs).13,15,16        

While commercially available sorbents can treat a variety of the common stormwater 

contaminants, polyfluoroalkyl substances (PFAS), an emerging set of contaminants, have been 

difficult to remove from the environment.17,18  However, a new sorbent, RemBind®, was 

recently developed specifically for the remediation of PFAS.19  RemBind® is a blend of 

aluminum hydroxide, carbon, and clay that can be used in a powder or particulate form.19  The 

powdered form is for soil remediation or wastewater treatment applications.19  As a particulate, it 

can be installed as a passive reactive barrier for treating groundwater contamination.19    

 

3.1.5 New Treatment Train Design 

After analyzing the performance data of the existing bioretention design, faculty from the 

College of Engineering collaborated to design and implement a new gravity-fed bioswale  

system.  Instead of solely relying on bioretention, this new system incorporates a treatment train 

approach, with a traditional bioswale followed by two sets of sorbents: biochar and RemBind®.  

Going forward, this design will be called the “treatment train.”  The treatment train was installed 

in cell 1, the bare-soil bioswale, to utilize the existing infrastructure.  See Figure 3.3 for 

schematics of the treatment train design.   

The stormwater influent will still be collected from the transportation yard catchment and 

diverted into the underground storage basin.  Then the water bypasses the sedimentation basin 

and is directly routed into the first riser (junction 0) via a hose.  The water entering this riser is 

controlled by a globe valve that is manually adjusted for a desired flow rate.  Once the riser is 

filled, the water spills over a Thelmar Wier, which is used to as a secondary method for 

measuring the flow rate entering the LID.  From there, the water will travel into a perforated 

hose and drain out across the top surface of the bioretention “LID” cell.  The water will infiltrate 
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through the soil media and leave the LID via a perforated underdrain into the second riser 

(junction 1). 

 

 

 

Figure 3.3 Schematic views of the new treatment train design. Top: Profile view of system to 

showcase the direction of water flow and the installation into the pre-existing structure in Cell 1. 

Bottom: Aerial view of the system to illustrate the orientation of the perforated hose for water 

distribution throughout the LID and the use of two macro-bins for each sorbent.  Created by 

Dr. Meghna Babbar-Sebens, 2020. 
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After filling the second riser, the water will enter a third riser (junction 2).  The purpose of this 

riser is to invert the water flow to achieve an up-flow through the sorbent “macro-bins.”  The 

third riser also splits the flow between the two biochar macro-bins.  Once both biochar bins are 

saturated, the water from the bins will enter the fourth riser (junction 3) to be re-mixed before the 

flow is divided into the two RemBind® bins.  Then, effluent from these bins will be rejoined at 

the fifth riser (junction 4) before exiting the treatment train through an outfall pipe that connects 

to the existing underdrain of the bioretention cell.  This transports the water out to the city’s 

stormwater piping, just like the effluent from cells 2 and 3.  

There are several short-term and long-term objectives for this project.  In the short-term, we will 

1) construct the treatment train and 2) establish a water sampling regime.  For the long-term, the 

team will 1) collect water samples during storm events to track contaminant removal after each 

stage of the treatment train, 2) compare the treatment train removal efficiencies with those from 

the bioswale systems in cells 2 and 3, and 3) evaluate how the treatment performance changes as 

the system ages.  The short-term objectives will be discussed in the section 3.2 while the plan for 

fulfilling the long-term objectives will be described in section 3.3.     

 

3.2 Methods and Materials 

3.2.1 Treatment Train Construction 

Excavation of cell 1 was completed in late November 2020, where approximately two feet of soil 

was removed and stored on-site.  Then the macro-bins were installed by digging shallow 

trenches to bury the feet.  The macro-bins are 39” long by 46.75” wide by 42.5” tall and are 

made of inject-molded, high impact resistant plastic.  These bins were chosen because they are 

commonly used in food applications, which reduced the risk of constituents leaching out of the 

bin and contaminating the stormwater.  Next, the LID was constructed using a wood frame 

reinforced with metal plating and secured to the walls of cell 1.  Then, the LID was waterproofed 

by installing and sealing large sections of geotextile and pond liner to the frame.  The underdrain 

was created using perforated 3” PVC piping and laid in a T-shape, with the top of the T placed at 

the far end of the LID.  The PVC was also wrapped in geotextile to prevent clogging of the 

underdrain from fine soil particulates.   
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In January 2021, the LID was filled with the layers of soil media.  First, a 3” layer of smooth 

river rock was added.  Then a 2” layer of sand was added and compacted.  Note, a layer of 

geotextile was placed in between the river rock and the sand to ensure the sand would not shift 

and lodge in the pore spaces of the rock.  Over the next week, the LID was filled with the soil 

removed during the excavation.  The perforated hose was placed on top of the soil in a winding 

configuration to uniformly distribute the incoming stormwater.  Finally, approximately 15 

spreading rushes and 15 slough sedges were planted in the LID.  Both plants are native to the 

Willamette Valley and have been successful over the past six years in cell 2.  See Figure 3.4 for a 

series of progress photos from the LID construction. 

 

  

Figure 3.4 Progress photos taken during construction of the LID. (a) Cell 1 before excavation. 

(b) Completed LID frame. (c) Installation of pond liner and underdrain. (d) River rock layer. 

(e) Compacted sand layer. (f) OGSIR soil with perforated hose, native vegetation, and mulch.  
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The vertical risers were made from 6” PVC pipes that are installed approximately 4” into the 

ground.  Lateral wooden cross-pieces were later added to provide extra support so the additional 

weight of the water in the risers would not cause them to lean or tilt.  Each riser is equipped with 

two sensors, 1) a baro-diver for creating the hydrograph at each section of the treatment train and 

2) turbidity sensors for monitoring suspended particulate concentrations.  Holes were drilled into 

the macro bins for the PVC connections to the risers.  These holes and PVC connections were 

carefully configurated to allow the system to be gravity fed.   

Construction of the treatment train was completed in early February 2021 after each sorbent, 

biochar and RemBind®, was separately packed into fabric “socks.”  These socks will be placed 

in alternating 90-degree layers (like Lincoln Logs) in their corresponding macro bins.  The 

biochar socks were officially installed in the first macro bins in April 2021.  Prior to exposure to 

a storm event, the socks were rinsed with city water to flush out any leaching particles or 

dissolved constituents.  Once the biochar socks have been adequately washed, the RemBind® 

socks will be added to the downstream bins.  See Figure 3.5 for a series of images showcasing 

the treatment train after construction was completed.                          

 

 
Figure 3.5 Photos of competed treatment train. Note: water flows start at the riser in image c and 

end at the far left riser in image a. (a) Sorbent boxes with risers 4 and 5. Biochar socks are in the 

right bins and RemBind® are in the left bins. (b) Outlet of LID with risers 2 and 3 connecting to 

the biochar sorbent boxes. (c) Vegetated LID with perforated hose and inlet riser 1.  

 

3.2.2 Stormwater Sampling Plan 

Stormwater samples will be collected at risers 1, 2, 4, and 5.  Water from riser 1 will provide the 

influent characterization.  Risers 2, 4, and 5 will be used to track changes in the stormwater 

a b c 
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constituent concentrations after the LID, biochar, and RemBind®, respectively.  ISCO 6712 

automated samplers will be used to collect water samples during storm events.  One ISCO will 

be deployed at each riser, with the end of the inlet tubing placed at the same elevation of the 

bottom of the outlet pipe connection.  Before collecting samples, each ISCO must be calibrated 

for the desired collection volume.  Then a field blank sample will be collected by pumping 

deionized water through the ISCO.  This sample will determine the background levels of any 

constituents that are present due to the equipment and not the stormwater.  Acid-washed ISCO 

bottles are placed in the bottom of the autosampler and ice is added around the bottles to 

preserve the water samples until they can be taken to the lab.  The ISCO will be programed on a 

time interval basis, with 500 mL samples collected every 30 minutes.  Each bottle will only 

contain one water sample.  This allows the ISCO to sample a storm event for up to 24 hours.  

During a storm, volunteers will also collect live in situ measurements of temperature, pH, and 

total dissolved solids (TDS) at each riser.  These live measurements can be used to corroborate 

the laboratory analysis of the samples collected by the ISCO.  After a storm event has ended, the 

bottles will be numbered according to their placement in the ISCO, capped, transported in a 

cooler with more ice to the lab, and stored at 4⁰C.                

 

3.3 Future Work 

Due to the timing of treatment train construction, only one small spring storm was able to be 

sampled.  This storm acted as a practice run for deploying the ISCO and processing collected 

stormwater samples.  During fall term 2021, there are plans to sample a least three storms.  Flow-

weighted composites will be created manually for each sampling location using the hydrographs.  

These composite samples will be analyzed for TSS, TDS, hardness, alkalinity, nutrients, nitrate, 

nitrite, carbonaceous oxygen demand (COD), and total and dissolved metals (copper and zinc).  

The TSS and TDS measurements will utilize a vacuum filtering system with glass microfiber 

filters with a nominal 0.7 µm pore size.  The hardness, alkalinity, nutrients, nitrate, nitrite, and 

COD measurements will be performed using Hach kits.  Metals analysis will be performed with 

an inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometer (ICP-MS). 
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The laboratory results for each sampling location for a given storm event will be evaluated to 

determine the treatment performance at each stage of the treatment train.  This storm-specific 

approach will show which contaminants are removed and to what extent when flowing through 

the bioretention, biochar, and RemBind®.  The fall storm results will also be compared to the 

findings presented by Kshitiz, 2018.  Comparing the overall performance of the treatment train 

with the traditional bioretention designs will offer an opportunity to gauge the effectiveness of 

adding biochar and RemBind® under field conditions.  A final years-long objective is  

evaluating changes in treatment performance as the system “ages.”  Since most bioretention 

systems do not have their effluent water quality monitored, it would be interesting to observe 

how removal efficiencies for a variety of contaminants shift over time.           

 

3.4 Conclusions 

Stormwater quality concerns regarding the leaching of dissolved contaminants, such as heavy 

metals, can be addressed by incorporating commercial sorbents into bioretention systems.  A 

new bioswale design utilizing a treatment train approach with biochar and RemBind® was 

successfully installed at the OGSIR facility.  Deploying automated water samples at each stage 

of the treatment train will provide valuable insight into where and to what extent stormwater 

contaminants will be treated in this system.  Comparing these results to historical data from the 

adjacent cells at OGSIR will provide context for whether the treatment train is achieving better 

treatment performances compared to traditional bioretention designs.  A valuable long-term 

study would be monitoring how treatment performance changes as the treatment train and 

conventional bioswales age over a multi-year time scale.  Observing changes in treatment 

performance over time could better inform maintenance requirements and forecasted lifetimes of 

bioretention systems.  This would enable communities to continue protecting their natural water 

quality for generations to come. 
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4. Conclusion 

As researchers learn more about stormwater contaminant removal techniques at a laboratory 

level, it is important to translate these findings into innovating stormwater management 

technologies at field scales.  In chapter two, trapping efficiencies for stormwater runoff under 

shallow excess overland flows were quantified for the first time, using a new fluorescent image 

intensity analysis approach in a small flume.  Since the bed slope angles used in the sediment 

tracer study are consistent with the bed slopes at OGSIR, the lab-scale sediment deposition 

behaviors can be applied to the full-scale bioswales and the new treatment train at OGSIR.  

These findings will allow the OGSIR team to predict where silt-sized particles will accumulate in 

the system so preventative maintenance can be conducted to mitigate clogging of the soil surface  

and decreasing the infiltration rate, which is critical to the treatment of other contaminants.  

Field-scale studies are an invaluable component of stormwater research because they can provide 

information on complex environmental conditions and parameters that cannot be effectively 

replicated in a laboratory or incorporated into a model.  This situation greatly impacted the 

comparison of the experimental tracer results to pre-existing models.  Lacking the inclusion of 

physical properties of sediment deposition, like bed shear stress, one of these models failed to 

predict that bed slope would affect the trapping efficiency of sediment particles.  Incorporating 

more field-generated data, like sediment deposition and dissolved contaminant removal, can 

drastically improve the applicability and accuracy of predictive models related to bioretention 

systems.  In turn, these models can be used to design environmentally responsible stormwater 

management systems that improve community health by protecting natural water sources from 

particulate and dissolved contaminants found in stormwater runoff.    

 


